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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEMORY 
SELF-TIMED REFRESH FOR REDUCED 

POWER CONSUMPTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

US. patent application Ser. No. 09/144,248, entitled 
“System and Method for Memory Scrub During Self Timed 
Refresh”, ?led concurrently hereWith is assigned to the same 
assignee hereof and contains subject matter related, in 
certain respect, to the subject matter of the present applica 
tion. The above-identi?ed patent application is incorporated 
herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to refresh of memory subsystems. 
More particularly, it relates to reduced poWer memory 
refresh of SDRAM memory subsystems. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) chips need 
to have the charge in their array cells periodically refreshed 
to retain the data contents. This refresh is normally initiated 
by commands issued by a memory controller external to the 
DRAMs. Synchronous DRAMs (SDRAMS) provide a 
mode, Self-Timed Refresh (STR) mode, during Which the 
SDRAM initiates refresh internally provided no read or 
Write accesses to memory occur. Computer SDRAM 
memory subsystems utiliZe less poWer for STR mode verses 
externally initiated refresh. However, energy is Wasted When 
an SDRAM is not actively being accessed to read or Write 
data but is still kept fully poWered and periodically refreshed 
via externally issued refresh. 

It is an object of the invention to provide improved, 
energy efficient memory refresh system and method. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With the invention, a memory controller for 
a synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM) 
is provided Which, upon detecting an interval of memory 
inactivity, halts external refresh commands, initiates self 
timed refresh (STR) mode, and, upon detecting a read or 
Write operation, exits STR mode. 

Other features and advantages of this invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing detailed description of 
the presently preferred embodiment of the invention, taken 
in conjunction With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a system including the memory control 
ler of the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the memory controller of FIG. 1 in 
greater detail. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the operation of the memory controller 
of FIG. 2. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, memory controller 62 interfaces main 
storage 66 on memory bus 74 to processor 60 and I/O 
devices 64 via an internal command queue 68 Which inter 
faces system bus 70 and I/O bus 72. 
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2 
In operation, memory controller 62 detects an interval of 

inactivity; that is, no read or Write access from processor 60 
or I/O devices 64 With respect to main storage (also referred 
to as memory SDRAMs) 66. Upon detecting such an interval 
of inactivity, controller 62 halts external refresh commands 
from processor 60, initiates STR mode in storage 66 to 
preserve data contents in the memory SDRAMs and to save 
energy. Then, upon detecting a read or Write operation, 
controller 62 signals storage 66 to exit STR mode. 

Referring to FIG. 2, in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the invention, memory controller 62 
includes enable 100, enter STR control 102, interval counter 
104, STR mode ?ag 106, read-Write control 108, exit STR 
control 110, refresh control 112, and command control 114 
to SDRAMs 66. 

Enable 100, a programmable bit set from processor 60, is 
fed on line 126 to enter STR control block 102, interval 
counter 104 and exit STR control block 110. Read request 
line 120 and Write request line 122 are each fed to interval 
counter 104, read-Write control block 108, and exit STR 
control block 110. Refresh request line 124 is fed to refresh 
control 112, the output of Which is fed on line 146 to 
command control block 114. Outputs from enter STR con 
trol block 102 are fed on line 154 to command control 114 
and line 164 to SR mode ?ag 106, the output of Which is fed 
on line 156 to read-Write control block 108, exit STR control 
block 110 and refresh control block 112. Outputs from 
read-Write control block 108 are fed on read line 140 and 
Write line 142 to command control block 114. Outputs from 
exit STR control block 110 are fed on line 128 to interval 
counter 104, line 134 to STR mode ?ag 106, line 138 to 
refresh control 112, line 166 to read-Write control 108 and 
exit STR line 150 to command control block 114. 

Write request lines 122 and read request line 120 originate 
at command queue 68, and carry commands directed to the 
memory SDRAMs 66 from processor 60 or I/O device 64. 
Refresh request line 124 is generated Within memory con 
troller 62 by a refresh interval counter, a programmable 
interval counter not shoWn. 

Enable 100 is a programmable bit that enables the reduced 
poWer function of the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion. Its output on line 126 de?nes Whether or not to activate 
the reduced poWer consumption function. Enable 100 is 
used, for example, during test to isolate normal (that is, other 
than reduced poWer) operation of memory controller 62. 

Enter STR (self timed refresh) control 102 initiates the 
STR mode to memory SDRAMS 66 via command control 
block 114, Which puts the SDRAMS in self time refresh 
(STR) mode. 

Interval counter 104 detects a period of inactivity to 
SDRAMs 66 (that is, Whether there has been no read or Write 
requests 120/122 to the SDRAMs for a programmed time 
interval), and signals enter STR mode control 102 to issue 
the STR command 154. Counter 104 is a mechanism for 
counting memory controller 62 cycles and to detect a 
programmable interval during Which no read nor Write 
operations to memory 66 occur. 
STR mode ?ag 106 is a bit that indicates Whether or not 

SDRAMS 66 are in self timed refresh mode at any given 
point of time. This is a ?ag that is set by line 164 When 
entering STR mode, and reset by line 134 When STR mode 
is exited. 

Read-Write control 108 is the normal controller that takes 
care of reads and Writes to the SDRAMs: it initiates reads 
and Writes commands 140/142 to memory 66 as part of the 
normal memory controller 62 operation. It is also a mecha 
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nism for allowing delayed read or Write operations 120, 122 
to access memory SDRAMs 66 normally. 

Exit STR control 110 issues the exit STR command 150 
to the SDRAMS in the event of a memory read or Write 
request 120/122, and it Will also signal on line 166 the read 
Write control logic 108 to go ahead With the read or Write 
operation When the STR mode is exited. It is a mechanism 
to detect a read or Write operation (lines 120 or 122 active) 
While memory SDRAMs 66 are in STR mode (line 156 
active), to delay the operation (line 166) until the memory 
SDRAMs can exit STR mode, to signal (line 150) the 
memory SDRAMs to exit STR mode, to immediately issue 
(line 138) a refresh command, and to resume (line 128) 
detection of an interval of memory inactivity. 

Refresh control 112 is responsive to refresh request line 
124 to initiate refresh commands 146 to the SDRAMs as 
Well as to halt the normal refresh commands to the 
SDRAMS When in STR mode. When in STR mode, 
SDRAMS 66 don’t need externally initiated refresh com 
mands. That is, Whenever line 156 is positive, then refresh 
146 is inhibited. 

In operation, processor 60 softWare provides a program 
mable interval value to a register (not shoWn) in memory 
controller 62. Memory controller 62 reads the interval value 
into interval counter 104. Interval counter 104 is decre 
mented once every memory controller 62 clock cycle. 
Whenever a memory read operation 120 or memory Write 
operation 122 is requested by processor 60 or I/O device 64 
occurs, interval counter 104 is reloaded With the initial value 
from the interval register and decrementing begins aneW. 
When interval counter 104 decrements to Zero, this indicates 
no memory read or Write operations have occurred Within 
the programmed interval, and this state is signaled on line 
160. (Alternatively, a count-up mechanism to a ?xed or 
programmed threshold could be used.) Responsive to the 
signal on line 160, memory controller 62 stops sending 
external refresh commands on line 146 to memory 66, and 
sends a command on line 154 to memory SDRAMs 66 to 
initiate STR mode. Memory controller 62 then turns on ?ag 
106 to indicate that memory SDRAMs 66 are in STR mode. 
While SDRAMs 66 remain in STR mode they provide their 
oWn internal refresh and use much less energy (on the order 
of 20% or less) than non-accessed SDRAMs With externally 
initiated distributed refresh commands every 15.6 microsec 
onds. 

When memory controller 62 detects a memory read or 
Write request on line 120 or 122, and STR mode ?ag 106 is 
on indicating the memory SDRAMs 66 are in STR mode, 
exit STR control 110 of memory controller 62 delays the 
read or Write operation and signals on line 150 the memory 
SDRAMs 66 to exit STR mode. After memory SDRAMs 66 
exit STR mode, memory controller 62 immediately issues a 
refresh command 146 to the SDRAMs to ensure data 
retention, turns off ?ag indicator 106, and then alloWs the 
delayed read or Write operation 120/122 to access memory 
66 normally. Memory controller 62 then reloads interval 
counter 104 With the value from the interval register and 
begins decrementing to detect another interval of memory 
inactivity. 

One of the features of this preferred embodiment is the 
relatively small number of cycles required to cause the 
SDRAMs to enter and exit STR mode. Because of this a 
small interval can be programmed such that memory con 
troller 62 causes the SDRAMs to use STR mode very 
frequently. In alternative implementations, Where a larger 
number of cycles are required to enter and exit STR mode, 
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4 
a larger interval could be programmed or the count register 
(interval counter 104) could be decremented by a larger 
period—for example, decrementing once every refresh 
period (15.6 micro seconds) rather than once every memory 
cycle. 

Referring to FIG. 3, the operation of the preferred 
embodiment is illustrated by Way of a timing chart. Respon 
sive (170) to signal 160 going positive, enter STR mode line 
154 is activated, Which also causes (172) STR ?ag output 
line 156 to go positive. After some indeterminate interval, in 
this example, When either read 120 or Write 122 line goes 
active, exit STR line 150 is driven (174) to go positive. The 
fall of line 150 coincides (176) With a signal on line 134 
driving STR ?ag 156 to turn off, and a signal on line 166 
enables (178) read or Write operations 140/142. Upon 
completion (180) of read/Write 140/142, read/Write 120/122 
goes inactive. As long as STR ?ag 156 is active, refresh 146 
is inhibited (illustrated in this example by not 146 being 
active.) 

Advantages Over the Prior Art 

The advantages of the system and method of the preferred 
embodiment of this invention include the provision of an 
improved, energy efficient memory refresh system and 
method. 

Alternative Embodiments 

It Will be appreciated that, although speci?c embodiments 
of the invention have been described herein for purposes of 
illustration, various modi?cations may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. In 
particular, it is Within the scope of the invention to provide 
a memory device, such as a transmission medium, magnetic 
or optical tape or disc, or the like, for storing signals for 
controlling the operation of a computer to function as a 
memory controller according to the method of the invention 
and/or to structure its components in accordance With the 
system of the invention. 

Accordingly, the scope of protection of this invention is 
limited only by the folloWing claims and their equivalents. 
We claim: 
1. A method for refreshing memory, comprising the steps 

of: 

selectively enabling and detecting a predetermined, pro 
grammable interval of memory inactivity; 

upon detecting said interval of memory inactivity, halting 
external refresh commands and externally initiating 
storage self timed refresh (STR) mode; and 

upon detecting a storage request, exiting storage STR 
mode. 

2. The method of claim 1, said detecting step including 
measuring the elapsed time since a last storage read or Write 
request. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of 
selectively enabling and disabling said detecting, halting, 
initiating and exiting steps to isolate normal operation. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 
responsive to receipt of a storage request While said 
memory is in STR mode, delaying said storage request 
until memory exits STR mode and thereupon servicing 
said storage request, and immediately after servicing 
said storage request, refreshing said memory. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 
responsive to receipt of a storage request While said 
memory is in STR mode, delaying said storage request 
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until memory exits STR mode, refreshing said memory, 
and thereafter servicing said storage request. 

6. A system for refreshing memory, comprising: 
a storage controller interfacing said memory to a proces 

sor; 

said storage controller being responsive to storage 
requests from said processor for selectively reading 
from and Writing to said memory; 

said storage controller further including 
a programmable interval timer for determining the 

elapsed time since a last storage request; 
a read/Write controller for reading and Writing With 

respect to said memory; 
an enter STR controller responsive to said interval 

timer determining the elapse of a predetermined time 
since said last storage request for placing said 
memory in STR mode; and 

an exit STR controller for detecting a storage request 
While said memory is in STR mode, delaying said 
storage request until said memory exits STR mode, 
and thereafter alloWing said storage request and 
issuing to said memory periodic automatic refresh 
commands. 

7. The system of claim 6, said storage controller further 
comprising: 

a refresh controller selectively responsive to externally 
initiated refresh commands When said memory is not in 
STR mode for refreshing said memory. 

8. The system of claim 7, said memory comprising a 
synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM). 

9. A program storage device tangibly embodying a pro 
gram of instructions to perform method steps for refreshing 
memory, said method steps comprising: 

selectively enabling and detecting a programmable pre 
determined interval of storage inactivity; 
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6 
upon detecting said interval of storage inactivity, exter 

nally halting external refresh commands and initiating 
storage self timed refresh (STR) mode; and 

upon detecting a storage request, exiting storage STR 
mode. 

10. An article of manufacture comprising: 
a computer medium having computer program code 

embodied therein for refreshing memory, the computer 
program code in said article of manufacture compris 
ing: 
code selectively enabled for causing a computer to 

effect detecting a programmable predetermined 
interval of storage inactivity; 

code for causing a computer to effect, upon detecting 
said interval of storage inactivity, halting external 
refresh commands and initiating storage self timed 
refresh (STR) mode; and 

code for causing a computer to effect, upon detecting a 
storage request, exiting storage STR mode. 

11. Amethod for refreshing memory, comprising the steps 
of: 

selectively enabling and detecting a predetermined, pro 
grammable interval of memory inactivity; 

upon detecting said interval of memory inactivity, halting 
external refresh commands and externally initiating 
storage self timed refresh (STR) mode; 

upon detecting a storage request, exiting storage STR 
mode; and 

responsive to receipt of a storage request While said 
memory is in STR mode, delaying said storage request 
until memory exits STR mode and thereupon servicing 
said storage request, and immediately after servicing 
said storage request, refreshing said memory. 

* * * * * 


